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 The city of Birmingham, Alabama, was once home to a thriving music community that 
helped shape the sound and culture of jazz nationwide; at the heart of this tradition was a public 
schoolteacher named John T. “Fess” Whatley. Often consigned by historians to the footnotes or 
overlooked altogether, Black educators like Whatley played a key role in the development of 
jazz. But these educators’ training and impact were much more than musical. In the depths of the 
Jim Crow South, the music provided Black individuals and communities a means of affirmation 
and unity, communicated a set of cultural values, and equipped students with essential strategies 
for survival. Remarkably, this revolutionary work was achieved through the channels of formal 
education and in the face of pervasive segregation. As Whatley’s own innovations demonstrated, 
the very restrictions of African American industrial education could be refigured as an 
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John T. “Fess” Whatley became a musician by accident, in the crawlspace beneath his 
family’s home. Rooting around below the floorboards as a boy, he came across a loose, old 
spring; he plucked it, and it gave out a twang. He stretched the wire and released it, bent it back 
and let it go again—and he found himself, there in the dark under the house, letting loose a series 
of notes.  
That little bit of cast-off, coiled wire, he would later say, was his introduction to music.1 
 All of Whatley’s earliest instruments were homemade, improvised, and imaginative: 
expanding from his discovery of the spring, he fashioned a guitar from a wooden cigar box and 
some wire. Soon he was blowing his first solos through the hollowed-out cow horn his father 
used to call his hunting dogs. If the possibilities of musical sound ignited John Whatley’s 
imagination, his fate was sealed when the circus came to town, bringing with it bandmaster P. G. 
Lowery and his celebrated team of musicians. Whatley was entranced by Lowery’s instrumental 
virtuosity, his piercing high notes and his personal showmanship; but equally impressive was 
Lowery’s greater role as bandmaster, his ability to direct an entire unit of top-notch musicians, to 
corral this great assemblage of players into a single, cohesive whole. When the circus left town, 
the boy organized the neighborhood kids into his own little ensemble, and he led them around 
the block in a raucous parade. Whatley marched out front, blowing into his father’s hunting horn 
his best impression of Lowery. The others followed behind, making what noises they could from 
whatever was handy.2  
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In was in that moment that a bandleader was born.  
 
The central figure in a significant, unsung local music tradition, Fess3 Whatley (1875-1972) is 
one of the secret heroes of jazz. As an educator, bandleader, community icon, and role model, 
Whatley helped establish a distinctive and influential jazz tradition in Birmingham, Alabama’s 
African American community. Through the swing era and beyond, his students spread across the 
country, taking their training with them and contributing widely to the musical life of the nation. 
But Whatley’s training and significance were more than merely musical. A pioneering educator, 
Whatley retooled the restrictions of the Jim Crow classroom to craft a far-reaching culture of 
ambition, achievement, and community pride. His music offered a tradition of affirmation and 
unity, communicating and reinforcing a system of values and a sense of shared identity; 
meanwhile, it equipped his students with essential strategies for survival. Thanks in large part to 
Whatley, Birmingham’s jazz tradition was linked inextricably to the city’s segregated Black 
schools, where an innovative approach to music instruction reimagined the limitations and 
possibilities of industrial education, churning out a teeming army of professional players and 
creating a thriving local culture. Whatley was among the most original and prolific examples of 
what was, in fact, a broader phenomenon: often consigned to the footnotes by historians, 
mentioned only in passing, or overlooked altogether, Black music educators of the Jim Crow era 
and beyond played critical roles in the development of jazz, while also helping shape their own 
communities at home. By bringing teachers like Whatley to the center of the conversation, we 
more accurately reflect their place in the music; by revisiting their lives (and their legends), we 
can more fully understand not only the history and geography of jazz but also the complex 
realities of life in the segregated South.  
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Jazz historians tend to map a predictable geography, one in which a handful of places— 
New Orleans, Chicago, Kansas City, New York—loom especially large. But since the very 
beginnings of jazz, local communities of players developed their own variations on the music, 
their own repertoires, conventions, and traditions, their own homegrown heroes and scenes.4 For 
decades, the city of Birmingham, Alabama, was home to one of the music’s most essential 
unsung communities, a thriving network of musicians whose lives helped shape the culture and 
sound of jazz as we know it. Nurtured in the social institutions of the city’s Black middle class, 
these musicians carved out a distinctive identity, forging an active tradition at home and sending 
out ripples all over the world.5  
Birmingham musicians tended to exert their influence from the margins, behind the 
scenes, or in the shadows: as sidemen, arrangers, businessmen, mentors, and teachers. To make 
their careers, most of them left their home, taking their Birmingham training on the road and into 
the nation’s jazz capitals. For these reasons, the city’s influence has been long overlooked; but 
for much of the twentieth century, wherever there was jazz, there was some piece of 
Birmingham. By the mid-1920s, a steady stream of Birmingham talent had already joined the 
tide of the larger Great Migration, fanning out across the country in search of opportunity. 
Birmingham musicians backed Bessie Smith on stage and on record and helped populate the 
bands of Duke Ellington, Count Basie, Cab Calloway, and Louis Armstrong. The Erskine 
Hawkins Orchestra, for years one of Black America’s most beloved dance bands, was made up 
almost entirely of Birmingham musicians. When the country went to war, the city’s jazzmen 
took leadership roles in the Army, Navy, and Air Force bands that crafted the soundtrack for the 
cause. They helped usher in the birth of bop and went on to push the music to its furthest-out, 
most adventurous extremes.  
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The musicians carried the city with them everywhere they went: no matter where they 
traveled, their mutual roots made for a kind of portable community, a permanent sense of family 
and home reconstituted anyplace two players might meet on the road. Musicians looked out for 
each other, helped each other find jobs, make connections, score places to stay or to play.6 Some 
nights, on a one-night stand in some unlikely spot on the map, two big bands might cross paths; a 
couple of Birmingham players would spot each other and after their gigs were done would hole 
up in somebody’s room, swapping stories and trading solos late into the night.  
If Birmingham helped make the world of jazz, so too did jazz help to make Birmingham. 
The music would play an essential role in the development of the city’s Black community, 
contributing to a culture of racial and regional pride and helping define Black Birmingham’s 
sense of identity and possibility. In 1963, the city became a focal point in the nation’s civil rights 
struggle; but Birmingham’s quest for freedom did not spring fully formed from the climactic 
events of that momentous era. Decades before the modern Civil Rights Movement took shape, a 
vibrant, independent, and forward-looking Black middle class took root in Birmingham. Its 
members built a rich web of churches, social clubs, fraternal organizations, and schools; 
established an active, self-contained commercial and entertainment district; and nurtured proud, 
tight-knit residential communities. They advocated for progress, self-determination, and uplift. 
The city’s jazz musicians helped shape this world, stylizing and reflecting back to it its own 
values and ambitions, projecting vital images of African American success in the heart of the 
segregated South.  
At the center of all this was the man they called “Fess”: John T. “Fess” Whatley, the 
larger-than-life high-school teacher and bandleader who helped launch a movement. In 1966, 
writer Bertrand Demeusy published in the British magazine Jazz Monthly the first detailed public 
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profile of Whatley, a figure Demeusy championed as one of jazz music’s essential but 
overlooked heroes. “It is difficult,” Demeusy observed, “to think of any major band that at one 
time or another has not had a former pupil of Mr. Whatley among its members.” And yet, the 
writer marveled, Birmingham’s “Maker of Musicians” had been thoroughly and inexplicably 
neglected by historians, his name unknown to the world jazz fans, so famous for their obsessive 
poring over the names and minutiae of the music. Maybe that neglect lay in the fact that Whatley 
never recorded, leaving no artifacts for future audiophiles to cherish—or in the fact that he never 
migrated, himself, out of his native South and into any one of the nation’s jazz centers. Instead, 
he preferred to work his influence from the school rooms and society dances of Birmingham. In 
a way, Whatley wasn’t alone in this neglect: even today, more than fifty years since Demeusy’s 
tribute to Fess, historians have never fully reckoned with the influential role played by Black 
music teachers in shaping the development of jazz.7  
 But in Black communities across the southeast, Fess Whatley had been a legendary figure 
for years. Jazz bandleaders and soloists all over the country certainly had known his name. In 
1934 the Chicago Defender had declared Whatley “one of the most outstanding band teachers in 
the country.” By then, he had already “turned out scores of excellent musicians who have made 
their way into many of the country’s leading orchestras.” The bandleader’s products were 
ubiquitous: “In the East, West and South, wherever you go, you can find musicians who are 
musicians because of Fess Whatley.”8 In the 1980s, Dizzy Gillespie reminisced with writer 
Albert Murray about the reputation Whatley once held among Black musicians: “Everybody was 
talking about him,” said Dizzy.9  
The Whatley reputation was so highly regarded, musicians claimed, the Whatley product 
so consistent, that bandleaders would hire Birmingham players on the spot, often even without 
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audition.10 “Wherever they went,” Fess himself bragged of his players, “they went to play—not 
to try out.”11 In a letter to Demeusy, he explained the source of his and his players’ reputations: 
“My boys all was given a real foundation in music and when they left me to join other orchestras 
or bands they did not have to pass tests or examinations. All they had to say: ‘I am from Fess 
Whatley.’ This was even true during the war when the boys were drafted or volunteered, the 
Navy, Army and Air Force accepted my boys without any test. When they were asked where 
they were from, if they said from Birmingham, then [they] were asked who taught them, all they 
had to say was Fess Whatley. They were told to: pass on!”12  
 Some musicians never left the city. They made music on nights and on weekends while 
they worked other jobs, most often as teachers. Many taught music in the city’s segregated 
schools, passing the tradition to new generations, helping more and more students learn to make 
themselves heard. They became constants in the city’s Black community: they were civic 
leaders, role models, pillars. Musicians who did leave and returned came back heroes, their 
glittering examples fueling the dreams of scores of young hometown admirers. With their fresh 
tuxedoes, their glistening conks and golden horns, their customized tour buses and cross-country 
radio broadcasts, their names emblazoned on big-city marquees and roll-called in the pages of 
the country’s leading Black papers, these Birmingham celebrities were possibility made 
manifest, the living embodiments of sophistication, success, and style. They were proof that a 
Black man13 could overcome in this world after all, proof the horizon wasn’t so unreachable as it 
seemed.  
 In Birmingham, the most celebrated exemplars of this tradition were the members of the 
Erskine Hawkins Orchestra. The entire band had come from Birmingham, trained at Industrial 
High or the Tuggle Institute; as students as Alabama State Teachers College (now Alabama State 
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University), they formed the ’Bama State Collegians, which toured the South raising crucial 
funds for their school. In the process, they became one of the region’s most popular dance 
orchestras; in 1934, they relocated to New York to become one of Black America’s top swing 
bands. The Hawkins crew always remained closely tied to Birmingham, and to Industrial / Parker 
High School. When they played the city, they gave additional, free concerts at the school and 
spoke to band students about their careers; they donated handwritten scores of their hits to Fess 
Whatley, whose students could perform straight from those originals. For aspiring student 
musicians like Frank Adams, the Hawkins men were larger-than-life heroes, reflections of their 
own selves magnified into giants. “They would come back and give these free concerts,” Adams 
said, “and just inspire everybody. Because when they came to Birmingham and to Parker High 
School, they were home. They had their hair processed, and they were treated like gods. Each 
member of that band was idolized and worshipped, in a way. We knew everything about Erskine 
Hawkins. He was just a part of everything.”14 
 Also reared in this community was the pianist and composer Sonny Blount, a musician 
who would later become famous as Sun Ra. “The black people were very oppressed,” Sun Ra 
later said, “and were made to feel like they weren’t anything, so the only thing they had was the 
big bands. Unity showed that the black man could join together and dress nicely, do something 
nice, and that was all they had… So it was important for us to hear big bands.”15 For Sun Ra, the 
bands were models and metaphors for how society could work. “A band can demonstrate unity 




I didn’t know any of this history when I first stepped into the Alabama Jazz Hall of Fame in 
Birmingham, one afternoon in the summer of 2008. I’d grown up in Alabama, in Montgomery, 
before leaving for college in New York; I spent the next few years in North Carolina, soaking up 
the old-time and bluegrass music scenes around Asheville, then pursuing my masters in Folklore 
at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. I came to Chapel Hill largely out of a passion 
for music. Whatever the genre, I was drawn to music that came with a sense of place and a sense 
of history, music that reflected some uniquely rooted tradition, that somehow spoke to the 
everyday human lives of its creators. I was interested especially in the music of the American 
South and, above all, music that came from my own native Alabama—from Sacred Harp 
singings to the historic a cappella traditions of Sumter County; from gospel quartets to old-time 
fiddling; from the boogie-woogie piano to honky-tonk country; from the songs that fueled the 
mass meetings and marches of the Civil Rights Movement to the powerful interracial 
collaborations of Muscle Shoals soul. (I knew nothing, yet, of Birmingham jazz.) I was a 
devotee, also, of oral history, and I’d already begun recording the voices of older women and 
men, especially musicians. At UNC, I took courses on southern music, folklore theory, and the 
documentary tradition; I worked as a graduate assistant at the Southern Folklife Collection’s 
extraordinary campus archives; I conducted a series of oral histories with “classic country” 
musicians across the southeast. I did all but write a thesis. Instead, I got a teaching degree and 
moved back to Alabama—to Birmingham—and started my career as an English teacher.  
 Then, one day, I walked to the Alabama Jazz Hall of Fame with an hour or two to kill. A 
museum, performing arts center, and free jazz classroom on Birmingham’s historic Fourth 
Avenue North, the Hall of Fame was founded in 1978 to celebrate the city’s unique jazz legacy. 
My tour guide was Dr. Frank “Doc” Adams, a veteran of the local music scene, a lifelong 
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performer and educator, and one of the Hall of Fame’s first inductees. For over an hour, Doc 
Adams regaled me with stories from the city’s jazz history, supplemented with anecdotes from 
his own remarkable life and punctuated with illustrations and asides from his clarinet; by the end 
of the tour, Doc Adams and the Hall of Fame itself had begun to reshape my understandings of 
both the history of jazz and the history of Birmingham. At eighty years old, Adams was both a 
consummate musician and an extraordinary storyteller. I was eager to meet him again and eager 
to know more.  
A year later, I called the Hall of Fame and asked Dr. Adams if he would be willing to sit 
down for an interview about his life. He invited me to his office at the Hall of Fame, where for 
two hours he poured out one story after another. I came prepared with six pages of handwritten 
questions, but the planning and pages proved useless: as soon as I hit record, before I even asked 
the first question, Doc began, unprompted, at the very beginning—“I was born on Groundhog’s 
Day, February 2, 1928”—and, starting with his entry into this world, proceeded to narrate his 
childhood in intimate and fascinating detail.  
At the end of two hours, he was about to graduate from high school. “We’ll have to have 
another session next week,” he told me. So I returned the next Saturday, and again the Saturday 
after that. At the end of our third session, I told Doc I was happy to keep listening for as long as 
he was content to keep talking. Initially I proposed to Doc an article about the local jazz tradition 
and his role in it; but at the end of our sixth session, I confessed I had no idea, anymore, how to 
condense this epic material into a single magazine piece—so I proposed a book instead. For 
almost two years, we met every Saturday and some Sundays. Our book, Doc: The Story of A 
Birmingham Jazz Man, was released in 2012 by the University of Alabama Press and presented 
Adams’s story in his own words, drawn from our many hours of conversation. By then, the 
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weekly meetings had become such a part of the rhythm of our lives that we continued the 
tradition, with or without the tape recorder. We collaborated on a few other projects, including 
speaking engagements and a series of tributes to Sun Ra at the Alabama Jazz Hall of Fame. 
When Doc died in 2014, at the age of 86, I lost one of my most important friends and mentors. 
Birmingham lost one of its icons. 
 Even before we finished our book together, I knew there was another, larger story which 
we had only began to tell. I first began outlining a second book on Birmingham’s jazz history 
around the spring of 2011, though it was a few more years before I began writing in earnest. My 
goal was to craft a narrative history of the tradition, dating back, really, to the very beginnings of 
Birmingham and to the very beginnings of jazz. Until his death, Doc Adams was a crucial 
advisor and an encouraging cheerleader, suggesting new areas of research, digging up memories 
that hadn’t come up before, introducing me to friends and other musicians he felt I should meet, 
providing feedback on a few of the very earliest drafts. Meanwhile, I scoured archives, not only 
in Alabama, but in New Orleans, New Jersey, Chicago, Charleston, anyplace Birmingham’s jazz 
diaspora left its paper trail. 
As I began shaping all this into the next book, it seemed a good time to revisit that 
interrupted Folklore degree. This thesis, then, is one piece of a larger, ongoing project to tell the 
story of Birmingham jazz. In the pages that follow, I tighten my focus on Fess Whatley and the 
music’s roots in the city’s segregated Black schools. The book-in-progress will explore 
additional influences on the local tradition, to trace the careers and impacts of key Birmingham 
players, and to examine the community’s conscious celebration and continuation of its heritage 
as the twentieth century drew to a close. But without Fess Whatley, and without those schools, 
there is no story to tell. Hopefully, by examining this important piece of jazz history, I can 
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encourage others to look more closely at the vital role public educators have historically played 
in crafting this significant American music.  
The discipline of Folklore provides an important basis for my approach to this project, 
particularly to my understanding of Birmingham jazz as a community-based tradition and my 
foregrounding of oral history testimony. The Birmingham tradition represents not only a 
distinctive musical heritage but a system of apprenticeship, a complex set of community values, 
a decades-spanning network of relationships, and an approach to performance as not merely 
entertainment but as an essential means of community building and community expression. 
Sense of place is crucial to the community’s sense of a shared heritage. The primacy of place is 
evident in the Erskine Hawkins Orchestra’s most famous hit, “Tuxedo Junction,” named for a 
dance spot just north of Birmingham; it constitutes the bond that connected Birmingham 
musicians as they spread across the country; and it fuels efforts by local musicians to define, 
celebrate, and perpetuate the tradition, from the creation of the Alabama Jazz Hall of Fame to 
performances by the longstanding Birmingham Heritage Band, which remains active today.   
Folklorists have long understood tradition as a cultural process of creating shared 
community expressions. Most often, folklorists have emphasized the informal processes through 
which communities shape and share tradition. This thesis, however, places the formal training of 
the schoolhouse—and the rigid discipline of the printed score—at the heart of a distinctive 
community tradition. Other portions of the larger book will explore how the tradition was further 
nourished in less formal educational spheres—in individual homes, residential neighborhoods, 
teenage house parties, nightclubs, tour buses—but no wellspring of the Birmingham tradition is 
more essential than the schools at the heart of this study. Central to the tradition is the act of 
performance, understood by folklorists as an aesthetic event through which community identities 
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are created and expressed.17 In the pages that follow, multiple forms of performance—the society 
dance, the school assembly, the public parade, the Community Sing—serve this essential 
function, communicating and reinforcing a community’s values, ideals, expectations, and 
aspirations. And as Roger Abrahams and others have argued, a single performance tradition may 
communicate very different meanings, depending on context and audience.18     
I must acknowledge at the outset that I come to this tradition and its history as an 
outsider, and I am aware of the distance that separates me from so much of this story. I’m a 
white writer exploring a Black musical heritage that is not my own. I was born decades after the 
era which this thesis takes as its focus. I’m not even a musician. Growing up in the 1980s and 
‘90s in Montgomery, a town still very much segregated by custom if not by law, I lived half a 
mile from Alabama State University, where Erskine Hawkins and a group of Birmingham 
musicians had once become legendary as the ‘Bama State Collegians. Nobody told me this 
history. I remember, as a teenager, hearing rumors that it was considered unsafe, even then, for 
Black drivers to pass through the town of Cullman, Alabama; I remember the shock, confusion, 
and anger I felt when a friend first told me this, but of course I could not know what it felt to 
hear those stories, or to drive through Cullman, as a person of color, a person for whom those 
rumors might have very real implications. Before I graduated high school, I’d become interested 
in better understanding my city’s and my state’s fuller histories. I had just begun to seek out the 
stories of my hometown’s groundbreaking bus boycott and the larger Civil Rights Movement of 
which that boycott was a part—stories that were glossed over in my school’s classrooms with a 
short blurb about a Rosa Parks too “tired” to give up her seat. Since then, I’ve continued to 
immerse myself in these histories, but I recognize that no amount of research and no amount of 
listening can stand in for lived experience. I can now share the stories some of Fess Whatley’s 
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musicians told about their own trips to Cullman in the 1930s and ‘40s; but I won’t presume too 
much more than that. My goal—in this and other projects—is to do my imperfect, personal best 
to preserve and understand the history, simply by telling true stories well, in hopes that these 
stories and their meanings can help us better navigate the present and better live into the future. 
 Recognizing the limits of my own experience, I draw as much as possible from the words 
of musicians who have belonged to, and helped create, this tradition. In addition to my hundreds 
of conversations with Frank “Doc” Adams, I am grateful for the insights of several other 
musicians, including Tommy Stewart, Cleve Eaton, Collins “Bo” Berry, Donald Crawford, Jr., 
Rickey Powell, and Daniel “Jose” Carr. I am particularly grateful to Dr. Tolton Rosser, who not 
only sat down for interviews with me but also served on my thesis committee, providing 
feedback and fresh input for this project. Also essential to my understanding of this history are 
archival interviews with brothers J. L. and Sammy Lowe, Haywood Henry, Erskine Hawkins, 
Sun Ra, Wilson Driver, and other Birmingham musicians. I am indebted to the community 
historians who passionately documented their own tradition, preserving not only the music but its 
stories. I would not and could not have attempted this project if not for the roadmap of writings, 
personal archives, and public presentations developed by J. L. Lowe, Jothan Callins, Tommy 
Stewart, Frank Adams, and Fess Whatley himself. Another crucial resource that has informed my 
research and writing is the Black press, both locally and nationally, preserved in online databases 
and archives, and on miles and miles of microfilm; this thesis and the larger book draw heavily 
from writings in the Alabama Voice, the Birmingham Reporter, the Birmingham World, the 
Weekly Review, Glare magazine, the New York Amsterdam News, the Pittsburgh Courier, and 
the Chicago Defender.  
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All of these voices have been my guide throughout this work, and I’ve done my best to 
honor their truths. Any shortcomings in storytelling, emphasis, or interpretation fall squarely on 












John Lewis Whatley was born in Tuscaloosa County in 1896, son to Samuel and Lucy Whatley 
and one of seven siblings. When he was twelve, his parents sent him some sixty miles east to 
Birmingham, where they had friends who could give him a leg up in the world.19 One of these 
was Carrie Ann Tuggle, an educator, social reformer, philanthropist, and newspaper editor who 
was known as guardian angel to some of Birmingham’s neediest Black youth. In 1901, Tuggle 
had convinced the courts to give her custody of a young boy, orphaned and homeless, who had 
been sentenced to ten days in jail; before long she had taken in additional children, formally 
establishing the Tuggle Institute in 1903. Seeking to give a home, education, and moral 
foundation to Black youths with no place to go—the motherless, the fatherless, the destitute, and 
those who’d had trouble with the law—Tuggle garnered financial support from Black women’s 
groups and fraternal organizations, as well as from a base of white supporters. Her Tuggle 
Institute formally opened in 1903 and for close to three decades provided its pupils a balance of 
academic, industrial, and religious training, advocating middle-class values, Christian virtues, 
and a strict sense of personal and civic responsibility. The Birmingham News dubbed the 
school’s founder the “female Booker T. Washington.” Her students called her “Granny 
Tuggle.”20 
 For her board of trustees, Tuggle recruited women from two statewide secret societies she 
oversaw, the Independent Order of Calanthe and the Knights and Ladies of Honor of Alabama. 
John Whatley’s mother Lucy was a friend of Tuggle, a Lady of Honor, and a board member; a 
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firm believer in the school’s mission, she arranged for John to enroll. Another family friend, the 
musician Ivory Williams, offered to keep an eye on the boy.21 
If Fess Whatley was the father of Birmingham jazz, Ivory Williams—aptly nicknamed 
“Pops”—was grandfather to the local tradition. Born in 1879, also in Tuscaloosa County, 
Williams was raised in large part by his grandmother, who lived in Birmingham, the still-new 
industrial boomtown incorporated in 1871. The city and the boy grew up together—and grew up, 
too, alongside the developing music that came to be called “jazz.” Williams learned from and 
played “bass fiddle” with the young William Christopher (W. C.) Handy, who organized several 
Birmingham bands while living in the city in the early 1890s.  In 1903, the multi-instrumentalist 
Williams—performing on tenor banjo, mandolin, and trombone—joined the touring band of P. 
G. Lowery, the same dynamic circus bandmaster who would leave such an impression on the 
young Fess Whatley. In Lowery’s band, Williams met a cornet player named Sam “High C” 
Foster, and when the men tired of life on the road, Williams brought Foster with him back to 
Birmingham, recommending him for a job at the new Tuggle Institute. In time, the city’s Black 
schools would become the indispensable training grounds for generations of musicians, the first 
and most influential nurturers of a unique jazz community. Foster’s arrival at Tuggle marked the 
start of that tradition.22 More famous in the history of jazz is the Waif’s Home in New Orleans, 
where a young Louis Armstrong picked up his first cornet, or the Jenkins Orphanage in 
Charleston, South Carolina, which became a feeder for some of the nation’s top bands23;  
paralleling those celebrated histories, and deserving an equal reputation of its own, Tuggle 
Institute would similarly become an important early incubator of jazz.  
Under Foster, Whatley learned to read music and play the cornet. Outside of school, he 
picked up another sort of education, frequenting the downtown venues were Williams and Foster 
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played at night. “I wanted to introduce Whatley to the orchestra business,” Williams later said—
so “I used to slip him out of the Tuggle Institute dormitory and have him perform with my 
band,” a small combo that played for local drinkers and gamblers. Afterwards, Williams would 
bring his charge back to campus, sneaking him through a window back into the locked 
dormitory. When Carrie Tuggle found out what was going on, she threatened to have Williams 
arrested and, Williams said, she resented him for the rest of her life.24  
Whatley sought out music wherever he could find it. Though he would grow, himself, 
into the strictest of disciplinarians, as a student he was willing to bend the rules or put off his 
studies to immerse himself in his training. Anytime it rolled through town, P. G. Lowery’s circus 
band remained a vital inspiration and its own education. “I didn’t go to school at all when the 
circus was in town,” Whatley would confess. “I hid my books somewhere and followed the band 
all day.”25 
 Barely a teenager, Whatley befriended the young Arthur George (A. G.) Gaston, another 
Tuggle student who in time became Alabama’s leading Black entrepreneur, a multimillionaire 
and a civil rights pioneer. In those early days Gaston was a drummer in the Tuggle band, and he 
and Whatley were favorites of “Granny.” One night the band played a Knights of Pythias 
convention, and Granny introduced her star players to the audience, heaping on them her 
characteristic praise. Gaston, she predicted, was “going to be a great man” and Whatley “a great 
musician.” Young Whatley, Gaston later recalled, “stood grinning at the audience with his cornet 
stuck under his arm. He had a lip and he could blow.” And Tuggle was right: “He was going to 
be a great musician.”  
When the music began, Gaston continued, Whatley “threw his cornet to his mouth and 
blasted out the first bars of ‘The Saints Come Marching In.’ We all picked it up, and I admired 
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the flash of my cymbals under the hot spotlight. The muscles in John’s neck stood out as he hit a 
high one.” Half a century later, A. G. Gaston still basked in the thrill of this and similar 
memories: the invigorating heat of the spotlight, the public acclaim bestowed on the boys by 
their “Granny,” and, always, the exhilarating “blare of the band.”26 
In more ways than one, the year 1913 marked Whatley’s sudden entry into adulthood: in 
a few months’ time, he graduated from high school, started his long professional career, and 
married his sweetheart, Alice Foster, who would be his wife for more than half a century.27 
Carrie Tuggle kept Whatley on at the school, hiring him to teach printing and assist Foster with 
the music program. For the next four years, Whatley toured the state with the school band, 
expanding the institute’s reputation and, in the process, his own. Upgrading from the cornet he’d 
played as a student, he sold scrap metal to buy his first trumpet.28 He worked sometimes without 
pay, conscious of the debt he owed the school. All his life he’d express his gratitude to the 
Tuggles—to Granny and her husband John, and to the Institute itself. Before he was twenty, John 
Lewis Whatley changed his middle name in tribute to his adoptive family: for the rest of his life, 
he was John Tuggle Whatley, and he never omitted the new initial from his name.29  
In later years, Fess would say his early road had been a rough one. He remembered, as a 
schoolboy, covering the holes in his shoes with paper and making do with only one set of 
clothes: one night he’d sleep in his underwear while his shirt and pants dried on the line, the next 
night he’d wash the underwear and sleep in his clothes. At Tuggle he’d made a late-night, 
prayerful deal with God: that “if He would help me learn … I would do all I could, when I grew 
up, to help and give to others.”30 
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Near the end of his life Fess Whatley packed a huge scrapbook with photos and bios of 
his many successful students, tracking their progress through the world of music. Their lives 






INDUSTRY AND CULTURE 
 
The site of Whatley’s greatest influence was not Tuggle but Birmingham’s Industrial High 
School (renamed A. H. Parker High, after its founding principal, in 1939). For nearly half a 
century Whatley served as the school’s printing instructor and the face of the band program, a 
central figure in shaping not only the music but the culture and reputation of the school. For 
many students and alums, Fess Whatley and the spirit of Industrial were synonymous.  
The seeds for the school had been planted in 1899, when members of Birmingham’s 
Black community drafted a petition, appealing to the Board of Education for the establishment of 
a public high school for Black students. Spearheading the campaign were William Pettiford, 
president of the first Black-owned bank in Birmingham, and Hattie Hudson, one of his cashiers. 
With the school board’s cooperation, Negro High School opened its doors in the fall of 1900, 
operating out of a single room on the second floor of a Black elementary school. Arthur Harold 
Parker, a transplant to Birmingham from Ohio and the son of former slaves, served as the 
school’s principal and sole instructor.32  
Enrollment began at eighteen students and by the end of the year had grown to forty-five. 
In its early years the school relocated frequently in search of adequate facilities, moving five 
times in two decades, before the construction of a permanent home on Eighth Avenue North, 
where Parker High School remains today. Along the way, the student population grew 
exponentially, and Industrial was hailed “the world’s largest high school for Negroes.” By the 
start of the 1940s, nearly 4,000 students were in attendance.33  
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 The name change, a few years after its founding, from Negro to Industrial High School 
reflected the school’s central purpose and the thrust of its curriculum. Like other southern Black 
schools, Industrial was rooted in the educational philosophy of Booker T. Washington, who 
famously championed a “practical” training for Black students: to prepare graduates for the kinds 
of manual, menial jobs society would most likely afford them, industrial schools taught pupils to 
work with their hands.34 Claiming Washington as his “patron saint,” Principal Parker insisted 
that “our boys and girls should be taught in the schools how to do thoroughly and well the 
everyday duties that they find right around them”—casting down their buckets where they were, 
as Washington had put it, and training to undertake what the school board called “the work of 
life.”35 Each student received, in addition to the usual core studies, intensive instruction in a 
single selected field. Boys could specialize in such areas as shoe-repair, automotive repair, 
printing, carpentry, or tailoring; girls might study cooking, sewing, millinery, nursing, cosmetics. 
The goal was to balance academic learning with the practical work of a trade. “It makes no 
difference who they are,” Parker told a white reporter: “when they enter high school they know 
that they’re going to have to work with brooms as well as books.”36  
 For all its emphasis on “industrial arts,” the school could also boast an agenda of rigorous 
academic training and cultural development. Teachers found creative ways to merge academic 
and industrial studies: in a chemistry class, students devised a hair straightener and shampoo for 
the girls to use in their cosmetics courses. Meanwhile, students received instruction in citizenship 
and in Black history; there was debate, drama, and oratory; there were 4-H and science clubs, 
and a thriving student newspaper. Students attended chapel services and each morning gathered 
for assemblies in which their peers, faculty, or visiting guests presented on a range of civic-
minded themes. Each homeroom featured its own student government in miniature: homerooms 
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elected their own presidents, who collaborated to address student concerns. The school 
maintained community garden plots around the city, and students delivered the plants to families 
identified as needy.  
 A major source of pride for the school was its music, which served as running 
complement to—and relief from—the demands of industrial labor. A quote from German writer 
Berthold Auerbach served as inspiration, appearing on concert programs: “Music washes away 
from the soul the dust of everyday life.”37 Students began their mornings by singing in the 
campus chapel, and each aspect of the day’s work, one visiting reporter observed, seemed 
“touched with the tempo of that chapel singing.” The school’s administration was “doing a 
wondering work,” the reporter continued, “exploiting the deep harmonies of their race to make 
rhythm of routine.”38  
The school’s reputation for vocal music began in 1903, when Ms. Orlean Kennedy 
directed the first annual student musical showcase, an event which became a favorite public 
tradition.39 When white reporters from the Birmingham News visited the school that year, they 
swooned over performances of “old plantation songs,” which the students performed alongside a 
repertoire of “popular and up-to-date selections.” “The singing of ‘Old Folks at Home’ by 
upward of 65 voices was superb,” one writer gushed, “an entertainment thoroughly enjoyable to 
lovers of pure and unrestrained music in all its melodiousness. What the Negro High School 
needs more than anything else,” the writer added, still in the thrall of the music, “are larger 
quarters and better equipment.”40  
 School leaders recognized a correlation between the singing program and the support of 
white benefactors; calls like this one for greater resources were often linked explicitly to 
descriptions of the students’ singing. Musical performances offered an effective tool for fund-
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raising, especially among white patrons who found a seductive romance in the students’ 
repertoire of “plantation melodies,” harmonized spirituals performed alongside sentimental 
southern airs and Stephen Foster chestnuts. As early as 1871, Fisk University in Nashville had 
discovered the fundraising potential of the spirituals: the Fisk Jubilee Singers had helped save 
their school from bankruptcy, touring the country and raising money with their studied 
arrangements of the songs, preserved and adapted from slavery. Just as Fisk had been saved by 
its Singers, so could Industrial High harness the artistry and emotional pull of its own singing 
students to generate support for its other programs, capitalizing on the inherent appeal of “Old 
South” themes to wealthy white donors. “You will get an instructor of orchestra on one 
condition,” superintendent John Herbert Phillips told the graduating class of 1914: “and that is 
that you will always sing these old songs.” 
 For Black students, teachers, and community members, the “old songs” served a different 
purpose, appealed for other reasons. What the songs evoked was not a nostalgia for earlier times 
but a pride in Black history, identity and beauty, a continuity with the long quest for freedom. 
The songs also offered a form of community expression and bonding. Malachi Wilkerson, a 
carpentry teacher and singing instructor, served on the Industrial faculty from 1911 to 1934, and 
as the student body expanded to more than 3,000 he organized the swelling group into a single 
choir of harmonized voices. At the daily assemblies, students sat according to their vocal parts—
soprano, alto, tenor, bass—and Wilkerson (who never needed a pitch pipe, his admirers liked to 
point out) directed each part from the stage.41  
Those performances attracted an impressive stream of visitors. President Teddy 
Roosevelt, educator Mary McLeod Bethune, social reformer Jacob Riis, the African American 
opera singer Lawrence Tibbett—all came to Industrial High in the first decades of the twentieth 
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century, and each was greeted with song.42 After witnessing more than 2,500 Industrial students 
singing “It’s Me, O Lord,” and four other spiritual songs, Tibbett, in tears, proclaimed the 
moment one of the most emotional experiences of his life.43 For years to come, students proudly 
recounted Tibbett’s remarks, as well as those by Eleanor Roosevelt, who visited in 1937 (the 
singing was by then under the direction of Wilkerson’s successor, Harold White McCoo), and 
remarked that she’d never heard anything like the performance. “Music,” the First Lady 
promised the students, “is one of the things which will help to smooth the way for all of you.”44 
One student signer, Ernestine Diffay, shared at 1914’s commencement exercises her own 
appreciation of the music program, citing the many famous guests who’d enjoyed the students’ 
songs. But, Diffay insisted, “Honored as we feel by the plaudits of these distinguished people, 
we prize our melodies for a deeper reason. They are part of our life and history as a race and our 
contribution to the world of music. They are evidences of our power to create a music of our 
own, based on our experiences and reflecting our ideals.” Diffay noted that the school’s singing 
program had helped foster a musical culture that spread beyond the Industrial doors, filling the 
choirs of Birmingham churches with well-trained student harmonizers. But if the school found a 
source of racial identity and community pride in the singing of spirituals, other sounds were less 
welcome. “Our school has made a constant fight,” Diffay continued, “against ragtime music and 
the suggestive and oftimes openly coarse popular song. No such music is permitted at any time 
or on any program.”45 The attitude reflected the school’s emphasis on polite and refined cultural 
values, a desire to stand above the cheap, unbecoming, tawdry, or crass—a tendency that would 
also shape the school’s complicated, sometimes contradictory relationship with jazz.  
 What was missing, for now, was an instrumental music program. Already the faculty had 
begun, piece by piece, to build a collection of instruments, but still it had no instructor. “We have 
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been trying hard for three years to build up an orchestra,” Ernestine Diffay noted in 1916, but 
one problem remained.  
“We have the instruments, we have the boys and girls, but we need a teacher.”46 
 
 
John T. Whatley, fresh from Tuggle, joined Industrial’s faculty in 1917, all of twenty-one years 
old. He would remain there until his retirement in 1964. Officially Fess taught printing—but, his 
students liked to say, he “bootlegged” band into the school in the process. “He did it 
illegitimately and illegally,” one former student, J. L. Lowe explained, “and without the 
professed approval of the board of education.”47 Initially Whatley taught the band before and 
after school and on weekends, building the program without compromising his own obligations 
as printing instructor. Once the band had proven its success, practice was added to the school 
day, and a band teacher, George Hudson, was hired. Even with Hudson’s arrival and lengthy 
tenure at the school, Whatley closely oversaw all the band’s activities and remained the public 
face of the program. 
Whatley’s first musical task was to build on the school’s collection of instruments, and as 
the new program got started, dedicated a portion of his salary toward the purchase of used 
instruments for the band.48 Principal Parker required each class to raise $10 for instruments, and 
students sold peanuts to contribute to the cause.49 Whatley appealed to white benefactors like 
Williams Music House, which donated its old horns—cast-offs in various degrees of disrepair—
which Whatley and Pops Williams fixed up for student use.50 As was so often the case in the 
history of southern Black schools, the resources provided were hand-me-downs and rejects from 
the white community, but from the discards of others Fess Whatley built his empire. After five 
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months of practice, the band gave its first public performance, and its reputation grew from 
there.51 By the end of Whatley’s first year on the job, the school had built an outdoor bandstand 
from which the orchestra offered Sunday afternoon concerts and “Community Sings” whenever 
the weather permitted.  
 The sings showcased a variety of vocal and instrumental soloists, recitations of poetry 
and oratory, and performances by the community’s most popular orchestras and gospel quartets. 
Providing a stage for Black Birmingham’s achievements and arts, the events became an 
important venue for community expression and pride. Oscar Adams, editor of the city’s leading 
Black newspaper, the Birmingham Reporter, championed the sings as soon as they were 
introduced in the spring of 1918, declaring them “an innovation that is elevating, inspiring, 
educative, entertaining. The crowds that have thronged the campus and street in front of the 
school for the past two Sundays attest to the popularity of this new feature. It shows too that our 
people really appreciate a community sing of their own, where they do not have to be ‘jim-
crowed.’”52 The sings presented an affirming alternative to the demeaning dominant culture. 
When Malachi Wilkerson directed the huge, generation-spanning crowds in a harmonized 
spiritual, just as he did the students at their assemblies, the effect was a powerful enactment of 
community itself. “The Community Sing,” said J. L. Lowe, “contributed a lot so far as culture 
was concerned. It became a showcase for orchestras in the city”—most notably, he added, Fess 
Whatley’s own inspiring ensemble. “Everybody loved to hear the band,” Lowe continued, 
speaking to local writer C. Marzette-Bolivar in the 1990s. “I don’t think we’ll ever reach a point 
where a type of music will be as popular and at the same time promote culture as Fess Whatley’s 
did. We have popular bands now that are, in many instances, doing little to promote culture…. 
That wasn’t true of Whatley’s band.”53 This emphasis on “promoting culture” reflects what 
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would become, through the example of Whatley and others, an essential theme in the 
Birmingham jazz tradition: through their public personas and performance, Black Birmingham 
musicians would reflect and instill in the community a set of values that transcended the musical. 
The bands were models of self-respect, sophistication, and style. They were expressions of unity, 
reflections of the self-sufficiency and beauty of the Black community. If, as Oscar Adams wrote, 
the sings (and by extension the bands) were “elevating,” they elevated the individual spectator 
and, more importantly, the entire community. This was the power of music, as developed by 
Industrial High School. For J. L. Lowe and other products of the Whatley era, other, later 
musical forms paled in comparison: if music was only music, if it did not serve to uplift and 
affirm, it missed its essential purpose.     
At Tuggle Institute, “High C” Foster had introduced instrumental music instruction to 
Birmingham’s Black schools; Fess Whatley took the tradition several steps farther. What made 
Whatley’s work at Industrial so widely influential was the revolutionary approach he pioneered 
to the philosophy and requirements of “industrial education”: with Principal Parker’s 
encouragement, Whatley advocated for band as one of the industrial disciplines. Like auto or 
shoe repair—like sewing, cooking, and hat-making—band, Whatley argued, was a manual 
discipline; a trade, like any other, to be plied with one’s hands; a practical, technical skill that 
with the proper training could ensure a livelihood after graduation. Students enrolling in the 
school’s band program were signing up for no extracurricular “add on,” no mere elective or 
afterschool hobby. They were learning to make a living, building the skills for their very 
survival. 
 For members of the band, a full third of the school day was spent in practice, just as any 
other student devoted the same time to printing or carpentry or some other trade. But for the band 
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there were the before- and after-school practices, too, school assemblies and evening and 
weekend dances to play, fraternal parades and out-of-town, late-night engagements. Students 
went to their own proms without dates and watched the dancing from the bandstand. But all the 
extra commitment was worth it. If you belonged to the band, you were somebody. 
 Frank Adams, a budding saxophonist, came to Industrial and Whatley in 1941. The city’s 
schools were segregated and fundamentally unequal; but, Adams would say, “sometimes 
something that’s not the way it should be can work to your advantage. If it had been equal, I 
wouldn’t have learned as much about music as I did. I wouldn’t have had the opportunity! Those 
were times when certain people would say, ‘My goodness. I’m going down in the mines and 
digging coal, and this guy’s going to New York City—playing a doggone horn!’”54 It’s a piece 
of historical wisdom that would often be repeated often by musicians of the Whatley era: that 
through much of the twentieth century, if you were Black in Birmingham and aspired to middle 
class status—if you hoped for a life outside the mines and mills—you had only a couple of 
options. You could be a teacher or a preacher. 








Fess was short for “Professor,” an informal designation bestowed in southern Black schools on 
the most respected of educators.56 Whatley quickly became a legend, not only for the rigor and 
successes of his musical training but for his outsized persona and his infamously strict brand of 
discipline. Once you were John T. “Fess” Whatley’s student, they said, you were his student for 
life.57 Fess was known to chastise grown men, years after they’d left high school, for behavior he 
considered beneath them, going so far as to show up at their doorsteps in some big city halfway 
across the country.58 By the same token, he sent money to former students in need, and he 
discreetly helped pay the college tuitions of students unable to foot their own bills. His students 
returned the generosity: anytime Fess Whatley visited New York, they treated him to tickets to 
Broadway shows and made him VIP at their gigs.59 They sent him postcards from their travels 
and flooded his mailbox each year on his birthday.60 
Fess cut a striking presence: tall and lean, he dressed sharp and stood erect, walked with 
purpose and spoke with an authority challenged by none. He was famous for his Cadillacs: he 
always owned two or three at a time—each year he’d trade in the old ones for the latest 
models—and he kept each of them shining and spotless.61 In the 1920s, you’d see him driving 
down Fourth Avenue, a prissy pet poodle perched in his lap; in his later years, he hired a “lady 
chauffer” to get him around.62 At school he’d roam the hallways with a ruler, a fraternity paddle, 
or a simple stick in his hand, and he’d snap it across the knuckles or bottom of any student who 
spoke out of line or dressed out of code, who blew his horn out of tune or time. On the 
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bandstand, Fess wielded his baton like a weapon, directing his players with intense precision. He 
was a first-rate musician in his own right, too, pouring out of his trumpet a crisp, clear sound the 
locals called the “Whatley tone.”63 In addition to directing the student band at Industrial High 
School, he led Birmingham’s first jazz orchestra, the Jazz Demons, and at elite social functions 
in Birmingham—both Black and white, alike—Fess Whatley and his musicians were nearly 
ubiquitous.64   
Long after graduation, Whatley students could fall into gushing tributes anytime they 
recalled their old maestro. Tales of Fess circulated in Birmingham for decades, and the stories 
and their superlatives might be dismissed as sheer hyperbole were not the realities themselves—
the man’s outsized personality, his wide-reaching influence, his exacting standards, his furious 
temper—so truly extraordinary. He was an icon in Birmingham by the time he’d turned thirty, a 
civic leader and a local celebrity—and a source of nerve-wracking anxiety for the students 
subject to his rules and reprisals. His keyword was discipline, not only in music but in personal 
manners and mores. Whatley discipline could be ferocious. An image that recurs in story after 
story from his students is this: a roomful of musicians is practicing in the band room, 
unobserved, they think, by Fess, who also taught printing in the workshop immediately 
downstairs. Suddenly Whatley appears in the door; from the room underneath he’s heard a 
wrong note, or he’s heard a student getting creative and deviating from the printed score. 
Whatley had his ears tuned at all times to the band, students claimed, could recognize each 
student’s instrument from the floor below, would listen intently even as he oversaw his printing 
class downstairs. So there he’d appear, his punishment swift and exact: a printing mallet would 
fly through the air, straight at the offending student.  
Whatley’s aim, they said—just like his ear—was dead on, every time.65 
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Certain extraordinary teachers—the most beloved, the most eccentric, the most feared—
have always made for good stories. A figure like Fess Whatley, so fundamentally larger than life, 
inevitably invited a certain kind of mythology. Whatley’s classroom not only helped forge a 
musical tradition: a kind of tale-telling tradition developed on the side, with Whatley stories 
circulating among the students for years. Entering freshmen heard Fess Whatley stories before 
they ever set foot in his classroom; veteran musicians swapped well-worn Fess stories decades 
after their graduations. In one variation on the typical Whatley tale, a struggling clarinetist—who 
would later become one of the state’s top college bandmasters, himself—mangled a stretch of the 
“Star Spangled Banner,” then looked up to see Fess Whatley flying at him through the air, taking 
him down in a humiliating tackle. “People said that Fess Whatley would hear a bad note and he’d 
come upstairs and he’d do this, this, [and] this,” said Tolton Rosser, who graduated from Parker 
in 1949, but Rosser waved the stories aside. “I never saw that. It simply did not happen.”66 Other 
Birmingham musicians bent the truth for their own purposes: more than a few local players 
claimed to have been trained by Whatley but, in fact, had never been his student, nor ever played 
in his elite student band, which turned away numerous hopeful musicians each year. Some 
became great musicians without Whatley’s help—but the Whatley brand carried such prestige, 
they claimed it all the same.67 
 It’s no wonder musicians wanted to carry Whatley’s stamp. After graduation, Industrial 
musicians fanned out all over the country all over the country. Some traveled farther than that: in 
the 1930s, saxophonist Cass McCord sent Whatley a postcard from the pyramids and encouraged 
his old maestro to write him in India, where he’d be booked at the plush Taj Mahal Hotel; 
graduates Melvin Caswell, Walter Miller, and Newman Terrell took their Birmingham band to 
Monrovia, Liberia, in the ‘60s.68 Some of Whatley’s musicians established society dance bands 
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in cities across the country: Frank Bunch in Dayton, Rushton Miller in Nashville, Fred Averytt in 
Pittsburgh. Many Whatley musicians worked as sidemen in major bands. The members of the 
Erskine Hawkins Orchestra—one of the longest-active groups of the swing era—became popular 
recording artists, touring sensations, and the heroes of Harlem’s Savoy Ballroom. Saxophonist 
Teddy Hill led his own popular orchestra, broadcasting up and down the country from New 
York, touring Europe to great acclaim, and helping launch the careers of Dizzy Gillespie, Roy 
Eldridge, and others; in 1940, he became manager of Minton’s Playhouse in Harlem, organizing 
the legendary late-night jam sessions that would become a cornerstone of the bebop movement. 
And Sun Ra, formerly Herman “Sonny” Blount, built from his own Birmingham roots a way-out, 
“intergalactic” music unlike any other.  
 Whatley became a prolific supplier not only for the nation’s biggest big bands. He 
established long-running relationships with bandmasters at Black colleges and universities, who 
offered Whatley students scholarships to join their schools. At Alabama State Teachers College 
in Montgomery, three popular jazz bands—the ’Bama State Collegians, the ’Bama State 
Revelers, and the ’Bama State Cavaliers—became popular touring acts during the Great 
Depression, raising money for their school wherever they went. During the Second World War, 
the directors of Army, Navy, and Air Force bands similarly looked to Birmingham for recruits. 
At the Tuskegee Army Air Field, Whatley musicians helped fill the ranks of the 313th Army Air 
Force Band and a swinging orchestra, the Imperial Wings of Rhythm.69   
At home, Whatley’s student band became a fixture in Birmingham’s Black community, a 
perpetual source of entertainment and inspiration. They were on display at school assemblies and 
student variety shows, marched in civic parades, provided background to the luncheons and teas 
of elite women’s clubs. When Black soldiers left for both World Wars—and, again, when the 
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survivors came home—Fess’s players paraded with them in the streets. Some gigs became 
reliable, anticipated rituals. Each year on January first, the band played an Emancipation Day 
program of speeches and performances devoted to Black history and achievement. A new school 
year really hadn’t begun, students maintained, until the band’s annual matinee dance marked the 
end of summer. During Christmas season, the band worked tirelessly, playing as many as three 
or four engagements in a day.  
 Like the singing student body, Whatley’s band entertained whatever dignitaries or 
celebrities came to town. In 1921, on the occasion of the city’s semi-centennial, students played 
for President Warren G. Harding, who shocked the assembled crowd of 40,000 citizens—white 
and Black, in segregated seating—when he called for equal educational and economic 
opportunities, along with equal access to the vote, across racial lines. “Whether you like it or 
not,” the president told Birmingham, “unless our democracy is a lie, you must stand for that 
equality.”70 The white section of the crowd sat in stony silence while the Black section burst into 
applause.71 Band members dared not break their stillness, but for decades to come they’d brag 
that they’d been there, that they’d played for that great man.   
 Other visitors were no less notable. Whatley’s own childhood hero, P. G. Lowery, arrived 
a year after Harding, and Whatley played the role of beaming host: his Cadillacs shuttled Lowery 
and his men all over the city, and his wife Alice served them up a feast. After a performance by 
the Industrial band, Lowery presented the students with an original, hand-written chart to play at 
their future engagements.72 Whatley was building connections with the nation’s top Black 
bandleaders, and he brought to the school heroes from the ranks of entertainment royalty. When 
W. C. Handy addressed the school’s student body, the band honored him with their own 
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arrangement of the “St. Louis Blues,” Handy’s most famous composition. What other students in 
the country could say they’d done that?73   
Membership in the band was held a sacred honor, and the group’s tuxedo uniforms 
symbolized it all. Fess “reminded everybody that they were supposed to be in uniform at all 
times,” said singer Jesse Champion. “And along with the uniforms came your personality as to 
what you were supposed to be about, and how you were supposed to carry yourself.”74 Fess 
instilled in his musicians more than a musical discipline. “He taught us the meaning of sacrifice 
and he set the example for us,” said trumpeter Frank Greer. “In fact, he taught us a way of life. 
He gave us a sense of respectability and achievement.”75 From Whatley, Greer learned the pride 
of owning your own horn; since Greer couldn’t afford to buy an instrument, himself, Whatley 
had helped him secure his first jobs, busing tables and delivering newspapers.76 With his twin 
brother Fred on trombone, the teenaged Greer started his own group, the Black and Tan 
Syncopaters, built on the Whatley mold. Later, Greer served twenty years as band leader at 
Tennessee State University, and even then he looked to his old teacher for fresh recruits to the 
program.  
 Whatley’s training encompassed its own code of conduct and its own way of moving 
through the world. Fess preached what he called the “Golden Dozen Traits of Character,” a list 
his students committed to memory: Love of God; Humility; Self-esteem; Self-respect; Self-
reliance; Ambition; Integrity; Cooperation; Love of the beautiful; Respect for others; 
Responsibility; Thrift.77 Whatley required more than lip service to these traits: each was an 
imperative for living, not only a key to one’s character but a key, too, to surviving—even 
thriving—in a world that seemed bent on holding a Black man back. The Golden Dozen Traits 
defined your persona, shaped your reputation, pervaded your every interaction. Musicians knew 
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to address to every man they met, regardless of race or age, as “Mister” and “Sir,” every woman 
or girl as “Ma’am.”78 The rule was about more than manners: it was a means of navigating the 
waters of race in the South, where each Black person addressed each white person with a title, or 
else risked the consequence. By routinely calling everyone “Sir” or “Ma’am,” you granted 
everyone, Black and white alike, the same respect; it was a way of holding on to your own 
dignity, Whatley believed, refusing to give whites special treatment just for the sake of their 
whiteness. All those sirs and ma’ams might have suggested deference to those who demanded it, 
but Fess Whatley—a master of nuance in matters of race—was adept at investing the prevailing 
conventions with their own, secret forms of empowerment.79   
 To enforce his standards, both musical and personal, Whatley relied on a system of fines, 
intimidation, and physical upbraiding. His corporal reprimands were legendary. In the band 
room, he would count off a tune, said saxophonist Amos Gordon: “One, two, three, four”—and 
“if you didn’t come in, he’d crack you across the head with a stick.”80 J. L. Lowe, perhaps the 
most avid of all Whatley’s admirers, remembered the ritual of Fess’s rappings: “He hit me three 
times a day. One was to start me off, the second lick was if there was a mistake, and the third lick 
meant ‘that’s enough.’”81 In the town of Gadsden, about sixty miles east of Birmingham, 
trumpeter Tommy Stewart faced the famous “Whatley Discipline” when his mother arranged a 
private lesson. “When I first came in, he hit me on my knuckles—I hadn’t even played. He said, 
‘I know, Mr. Stewart, I’m going to have to get you for something, so hold your hand out.’ Bap! 
He hit me on the knuckles and told me to start playing.”82 
Whatley’s band was the embodiment of order. Students marched in single file to their 
seats at the bandstand. They sat down or stood up in unison, bodies coordinated with military 
precision. Each man had a designated job: “One guy,” explained trumpeter and arranger Sammy 
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Lowe, “would set up the music stands, another would put the music out—and by the way, each 
fellow had to keep his book in numerical order or risk a fine. Other members would help the 
drummer set up, and so on down the line.”83 There were fines for every conceivable infraction, 
withholdings for a litany of potential offenses. The band traveled in Whatley’s Cadillac caravan, 
each player assigned a seat determined by his weight. Whatley’s car brought up the rear, so Fess 
could keep his eyes on the cars in front. If one of them “swerved just one iota,” said saxophonist 
Frank Adams, “he would stop it and change drivers.”84 
The greatest sin was tardiness. Everything with Whatley came back to time—he seemed 
just to move with the built-in timing of a human metronome, both musical and militaristic. “Even 
the way he walked,” said J. L. Lowe: “it was with rhythm in his mind. One, two, three, four. It 
was always like that with him.”85 For the rest of their lives, students would remember what they 
called “Whatley Time,” the strict adherence to the clock which Fess ingrained in his players, an 
unbending punctuality they’d carry through their careers.86 Fess fined musicians a dollar for 
every minute they arrived late, was known to pull out from the school with a barely-delinquent 
musician chasing behind in vain. Gigs began—and, just as important, no matter how well the 
night was going, no matter how eager the audience, gigs ended—on the precise minute 
advertised; with a few refrains of “Home Sweet Home,” Fess and the band signaled the end of 
each evening’s performance, ushering dancers off the floor, out the door, and back to their own 
sweet homes. “If I had an appointment with the devil himself,” Whatley barked at his pupils, “I’d 
get there fifteen minutes early—to find out what in hell he wanted!”87 It was a funny line, 
maybe, but you dared not laugh.  
 Students covered the state in those Cadillacs, often crossing into Mississippi for a 
midweek gig. The hours could be grueling, the band returning home not long before sun-up. On 
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the latest nights, Fess would drop off his musicians one by one at their homes, then he’d head 
straight back to school to catch a quick nap in his classroom, stretched out on the printing slab. 
By the time students arrived the next morning, he’d be there to greet them—awake, alert, and 
neatly dressed—and all day he’d check up on his players, appearing in their classroom doors, 
disciplinary stick in hand. Fess withheld each night’s pay until the end of the following school 
day: first, to give himself time to calculate the night’s deductions—the “ducks,” students called 
them—and second, to ensure his musicians’ academic performance. If you missed school the day 
after a gig, or if Fess caught you nodding off in class, you forfeited your pay. No discussion, no 
excuses.88  
 There was always, students grumbled among themselves, some kind of duck withheld, 
always some fresh necessity or improvement—mouthpieces, derby hats, bandstands, 
something—that required a chunk of cash be withdrawn from each player’s earnings. When the 
Rhythm Club in Natchez, Mississippi, made headlines for a deadly fire—a disaster that took the 
lives of both patrons and musicians—Fess equipped each of his players with a small axe. 
Whenever they arrived at a venue, the musicians first unloaded their axe cases, then their 
instruments. At the end of the night, the axes were the last things loaded back onto the trailer. If a 
fire broke out, Fess explained, each man could chop his way out.  
“Fess was very enlightened about safety,” Frank Adams explained. Some of those rural 
dance halls were little more than rickety wooden shacks, pure kindling for potential disasters. All 
those axes and their cases, tucked beneath each player’s chair, constituted a necessary expense. 
And they didn’t pay for themselves. For weeks to come, gig by gig, the musicians’ ducks paid 
off the axes.89  
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It is little wonder that the Natchez fire weighed heavily in Fess Whatley’s consciousness: 
the 1940 tragedy was widely mourned in Black America, was much discussed in the Black press, 
was memorialized in multiple songs, and was grieved for generations. Two hundred and nine 
Black women and men lost their lives, including swing bandleader Walter Barnes and members 
of his orchestra. Also among the dead was Woodrich McGuire, beloved bandmaster at Natchez’s 
Brumfield High School, a teacher whose reputation in many ways mirrored Fess Whatley’s. Like 
Whatley, McGuire viewed music not as mere entertainment but a means to racial uplift and an 
expression of community values. He had urged his students to attend the dance, and many of 
them—particularly seniors, with graduation just a week away—perished with him in the flame.90  
For Whatley, the tragedy hit much too close to home.   
 
 
In Whatley’s band, the first, most important thing, musically, was reading: the ability to pick up 
and play any score on demand, no matter how complex the arrangement. “You couldn’t play in 
his damn band unless you read,” growled the drummer Wilson Driver. It was one of the 
hallmarks of the Whatley training, a key piece of the Whatley brand. “When guys would get to 
New York, they’d say, ‘You from Birmingham? You one of them Fess Whatley men? Yeah, 
Okay, you can read.’”91 “You just tell somebody I’m from Birmingham,” agreed Amos Gordon: 
“they just put you in the first chair, and say, ‘Well, I know you can read music.’”92 It was like 
Fess always bragged: no audition necessary. 
 In many ways, Whatley was the perfect man for his historical moment: first as an 
innovator in the philosophy of industrial discipline, which dominated Black education in the 
South, and again as a teacher who understood the importance of the printed score to developing 
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trends in jazz. For the “Maker of Musicians,” jazz improvisation was irrelevant: in the dawning 
swing era, what mattered most was an immediate and nuanced mastery of the printed charts. 
Bands were expanding to twelve, fourteen, fifteen, pieces, whole sections of saxophones and 
trumpets and trombones, each part tightly orchestrated. The new “big bands” were a far cry from 
the early free-for-alls that had exploded out of New Orleans, each player riffing spontaneously 
off the other; they were a far cry, too, from the bebop to come, bold soloists playing against the 
limits of a tune’s structure, inventing unlikely harmonies and rhythms. In the big bands, Frank 
Adams liked to point out, “Every man couldn’t go for himself. You had to have harmony You 
had to be in a section. You had to have an arrangement—and that called for the reading of 
music.” 
 That, Adams said, was Fess Whatley’s forte.93 
 Whatley’s job was to provide industrial training: his students’ art was, more than art, their 
trade. Reading was an essential employable skill. As touring bands crisscrossed the country, 
musicians came and went from their ranks; if a new sideman could play any score set before him, 
he could fill any open spot in any passing band, sliding right in without the need to rehearse. If 
he could play two instruments—another skill Whatley demanded—then his value doubled. Many 
of Whatley’s products were skilled writers and arrangers, too—he paid the best of them a quarter 
for new orchestrations—and, after graduation, their charts and compositions helped shape the 
sounds of bands across the country. Amos Gordon wrote the arrangements for Louis 
Armstrong’s big band in the ‘40s. Sonny Blount—the future Sun Ra, another of Whatley’s star 
pupils—found steady work, early on, as a hired arranger, composer, vocal coach, and record 
producer, working for big bands, R&B combos, even doo-wop groups. The Erskine Hawkins 
Orchestra, a band full of Birmingham players, always had at least two good arrangers in its stable 
	 40	
(most notably Sammy Lowe and pianist Avery Parrish), a point of pride which helped set the 
group apart. Even in the days of deepest segregation, white dance bandleaders in Birmingham 
sometimes hired Black musicians like Amos Gordon, Sonny Blount, or the one-armed pianist 
and composer Dan Michaels to write arrangements for them.94  
 But reading wasn’t only a practical tool of the trade. Reading signified refinement, 
education, and prestige. It was a status symbol that separated Whatley disciples from a world of 
run-of-the-mill, self-taught players. Anyone with half an ear could improvise, Whatley 
maintained, but adherence to the score showed true musicianship. The score was perfection, a 
song’s original, ideal type, to be faithfully recreated with each new performance. So Whatley 
walked through his band room and stopped before a random student, pointed with his stick to a 
random passage in the music, told the student to play the line, just like it was written. “If you 
couldn’t read,” said J. L. Lowe, “you are illiterate so far as the music is concerned … and that’s 
where he would discover you and then use the stick.”95    
 Whatley may have been turning out tradesmen, but he was turning out gentlemen, too. 
His music was rooted squarely in the social strivings of the Black middle class, and the trappings 
of his band—the tuxedos and Cadillacs, the music stands and stock arrangements—signified 
culture and class. Playing alongside Pops Williams as a boy, Whatley may have honed his craft 
in some of the city’s seedier venues, but the culture he was helping carve out now belong to a 
world more deliberately refined. And so, once Whatley’s bandsmen had mastered the skill and 
the virtue of literacy, they were expected to show it off—with dutiful, predictable precision. 
 All this added up to the great irony of Birmingham’s growing jazz tradition. Fess 
Whatley—the city’s first jazz bandleader, the man who helped launch countless jazz careers—
forbade in his own classroom any hints of improvisation, experimentation, or syncopation. 
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Students mastered military marches, “sweet” dance tunes, and complex classical pieces—but 
jazz itself was off limits, and Whatley whacked with his stick any curious player who crossed the 
line. “I was trying to syncopate every damn thing,” Wilson Driver remembered, “and then I’d 
hear, ‘Mr. Driver’—he called everyone Mister, just to sort of needle them—‘Mr. Driver? Is that 
what’s on the paper? No? Well don’t go improving things. Just play the notes on the paper.”96  
 It wasn’t so much a rejection of jazz as it was a question of priorities. Fundamentals came 
first; Whatley’s rigidity was means to an end. One day students could play whatever, however 
they wanted. For now, Fess made them hungry for that day, showing off the pictures and 
postcards his old students sent back from their gigs all over the country and even all over the 
world. First, though, they had to prove themselves.  






GRACE AND FUNCTION 
 
Whatley set the standard for instrumental music in Birmingham’s Black schools, and other 
teachers expanded the tradition. Often overshadowed by Whatley, Industrial’s official 
bandmaster, George Hudson, was responsible for the day-to-day training of the school’s 
musicians.97 Down the road from the high school, the Lincoln grade school replicated 
Industrial’s music curriculum in miniature. Behind the main academic building was a row of 
wooden shacks that housed the classrooms and workshops for the industrial trades—and in the 
rickety band room, heated by a wood stove and plagued by a leaky roof, bandmaster Benjamin 
Smith gave students their first exposures to reading and playing.98 By the mid-1930s, Smith had 
been succeeded by W. W. (William Wise) Handy, nephew of W. C. Handy, the acclaimed 
“Father of the Blues.” Lincoln’s Handy was a talented composer in his own right and a skilled 
repairer of bent and broken instruments; outside of school, he taught private lessons in his home, 
attracting students from across Birmingham.99 As Jefferson County added additional schools for 
Black students, each facility hired its own bandmasters, most of them trained—and 
recommended—by Whatley himself. While many Whatley-trained musicians fanned out across 
the country to pursue their professional careers, these local teaching jobs helped keep other 
musicians in Birmingham, providing financial security while helping develop an active music 
scene at home.100  
Fess Whatley built a professional network of Black musicians, based in Birmingham but 
stretching into small towns across the state. Not only did he establish conventions of musicality, 
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discipline, and dress; he formalized and organized the culture through the development of an 
active Black musicians’ union. Birmingham’s existing local, 256, only admitted white members, 
so, with his own mentor, Pops Williams, Whatley formed a new local, 733. Splitting the fee of 
$150, Whatley and Williams received their charter from the American Federation of Musicians, 
and from that day forward union membership would be an essential requirement for any 
Birmingham player.101 Whatley encouraged his students to join the union while they were still in 
high school, and he insisted his graduates, as soon as they arrived in a new city, to get a transfer 
card from the local union offices.102 For thirty years, Whatley himself served as secretary-
treasurer to Local 733, and he traveled the country as delegate to the national conventions. 
Students bragged how in 1937 he addressed the floor of national delegates, Black and white, 
delivering an impassioned lecture on the contributions of Black musicians to the whole of 
American culture.103  
Meanwhile, Fess had become a kind of de facto dean for Black orchestras around the 
state, and his legend only grew in the process. Sometime in the twenties, a group of musicians in 
Gadsden, Alabama, decided to start their own community orchestra, the first of its kind in their 
town. They hired Fess Whatley to drive up once a month from Birmingham and help develop the 
band. Trumpeter Tommy Stewart, grandson of one of the original players, loved retelling his 
grandfather’s story of the band’s first practice: Whatley walked in and announced, “I want to 
hear some music. I don’t want any mistakes”—and, Stewart said, “pulled out his .45,” which he 
kept visible on a table all through the rehearsal. “He carried a .45 with him all the time,” Stewart 
added, laughing. “Never shot nobody, but he always kept everybody intimidated.”104 
Fess had organized his own first professional band, the ten-piece Jazz Demons, by 
1921.105 All the musicians worked as teachers in Birmingham’s Black schools—Whatley used 
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his influence to secure several of them jobs—and, outside of school hours, they built a reputation 
across the state, then the region. At first, the group’s music echoed the freewheeling sounds 
coming out of New Orleans, but over the years the sound shifted with the times. In the 1930s, the 
group expanded into a fourteen-piece big band, Fess Whatley’s Vibra-Cathedral Orchestra; in the 
’40s, it continued in the big band vein, now as Fess Whatley’s Sax-o-Society Orchestra. In all its 
incarnations, the group catered to Birmingham’s elite “society” dances, both Black and white: 
debutante balls, fraternal dances, swanky holiday soirees. “The orchestra became so much in 
demand,” recalled J. B. Sims—a Whatley protégé, bandleader, teacher, and local entertainment 
columnist—“that to get a date with them you had to put in your bid months and, on occasions, a 
year in advance of your scheduled party event.”106 If the band wasn’t available, Fess could send 
his student orchestra instead. Some years, he sponsored additional, semi-professional, student-led 
groups—among them Fred Averytt’s Society Troubadours and the Sonny Blount orchestra—
lending them the advertising power of his name, arranging their transportation, organizing their 
tours and their money.107  
The men in Whatley’s own band were still and always his students, even if they were 
teachers now themselves, and he ruled them with the same rigidity they’d come to know in high 
school. Fess insisted his players resist the temptations of drink but admonished them to be polite 
to drunks. If someone brought to the bandstand a round of whiskey for the musicians, Fess 
disappeared from the dance, dumped the stuff down the toilet, came back, and continued 
directing the band.108 His players knew not even to accept food offered them by a dance host. It 
was a matter of professionalism, Fess explained: they were hired to entertain, not to be 
entertained, not to eat or drink or have a good time. They could eat when they got home.109   
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In the summer of 1934, Whatley set out on his most extensive tour, his band’s most 
ambitious venture beyond its own usual territory. “Running true to form,” recalled Sammy 
Lowe, “Fess had the summer tour organized down to the very last detail. He had two men travel 
two weeks ahead of us to book the dates, to make arrangements for the places we were to eat and 
sleep.” As always, there were strict rules, a list of personal duties for each player, seating 
assignments, and the constant threat of fines; “of all the tours I’ve made with bands,” Lowe said, 
“the Fess Whatley trip was the most businesslike of them all.”110 
Fess set a curfew for the road and performed frequent bed checks to keep his men in 
line—and to make sure they kept away from women, particularly white women and prostitutes, 
they might meet along the way. The band played Chicago, Wilson Driver said, “and when we got 
back to the hotel all these prostitutes were sitting around the lobby and talking about, ‘I’m in 
Room 1420’ and all that. But we couldn’t get around Fess, because he took bed check every half 
hour.” Asked when Whatley slept, Driver exclaimed: “That’s what I’m trying to tell you…. He 
didn’t sleep. And neither did we. We had all damn day to sleep. So, every half hour there’d be a 
knock at the door. ‘Mr. Driver?’ ‘Yeah, Fess, I’m here.’ Isn’t that something?”111 
 Across the country, the Black press made much of the professional bond that linked 
Whatley’s musicians. “Every man in the band is an artist,” the Chicago Defender announced, 
“and, something more, each man is an instructor in some particular branch of learning in high 
schools in Birmingham.”112 On another occasion, the Defender declared the group “in its make-
up probably the most unusual band in the country. Composed of a group of talented musicians 
teaching in the public schools of Birmingham, the band plays more for the real love of music 
than for the financial remuneration received. This set-up assures the vast field of admirers two 
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things: first, a high type of music, modern and up-to-date; second, intelligent, cultural discipline 
that commands the respect of all classes of patrons.” 113 In short: the promotion of culture.  
  In a newspaper advertisement for the group, Whatley promised “A REAL JAZZ 
ORCHESTRA—BUT NOT THAT ‘EAR-SPLITTING,’ ‘NERVE-RACKING’ KIND.” The musicians—
“DISPENSERS OF SOULFUL WALTZES, PEPPY ONE STEPS, [and] IRRESISTIBLE FOX TROTS”—were, 
the ad proclaimed, “A NEAT APPEARING GROUP OF MEN WITH GRACE AND FUNCTION CATERING 
TO LOVERS OF MUSIC.”114 The message was clear: the Whatley crew was professional, clean-cut, 
entertaining, and unoffending; their repertoire was vast; they promised “real” jazz, yes, but 
promised not to get carried away, not to split your ears or rack your nerves. The musicians, as 
Whatley put it, knew to “stay in the front yard,” never venturing into unexpected territory.115 
 Some of the musicians occasionally chafed against Whatley’s rigidity and musical 
predictability. “We looked and sounded like Guy Lombardo or one of them other straight white 
bands,” grumbled Wilson Driver. “Oh, now and then, if it was the right kind of setting, we’d play 
the ‘St. Louis Blues’ or something like that, and he’d let each man go for himself and swing it to 
death. But if we were playing a dance or a social function, he didn’t want nothing but was on that 
damn paper—especially if we were playing for some white people.”116 
There were two kinds of dance music, the “sweet” and the “hot,” and while plenty of 
bands could and did play both, the distinction reflected competing approaches to performance. 
Hot music was fast-tempo, hard-driving, high-energy stuff; it celebrated the freedom of 
improvisation and catered to those uninhibited dancers who really wanted to swing, jump, and 
sweat. Sweet music was slower to mid-tempo, melody-driven music, unaggressive, pretty, and 
sentimental; at its extreme it veered into the sort of saccharine schmaltz known as “corn.” Sweet 
music catered to dancers, too, but to dancers of a more restrained sort, the society types who 
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preferred to glide gracefully—or to bounce, lightly and innocuously—across the floor.117 These 
audiences, both Black or white, were Fess Whatley’s bread and butter. 
And still, Whatley could play whatever the evening demanded. A master of diverse 
styles, he catered always to the evening’s employer and was sure to give the room whatever it 
wanted (and had paid for). Most nights, he may have leaned on the sweet and predictable, but 
now and then he’d “go back in the alley,” as he put it118, to showcase a bluesier, somewhat 
grittier sound. As other Black jazz bands began to crop up in the region—the Black Birds of 
Paradise in Montgomery, Wilson’s Red Hots in Mobile, a slew of Whatley-trained bands right 
there at home—Fess faced off the competition in fierce but friendly “jazz battles,” staged 
musical showdowns that left no question of his prowess. The battles were contests of 
showmanship and endurance, and Fess Whatley—for all his serious stiffness, for all his “grace 
and function” and genteel decorum—emerged from battle after battle the victor.119  
Whatley’s deep reservoir of tunes and styles was another aspect of his training that stayed 
with his musicians, years after graduation. Even the iconoclastic Sun Ra found in Fess Whatley’s 
wide-ranging variety a foundation for his own experimental music. “He had a huge repertoire,” 
Sun Ra remembered of Fess Whatley. “That’s the reason I know about standards, because he had 
everything all the way back to the stomp, Dixieland. We played everything.”120 For all his own 
“otherworldly” forms of expression, Sun Ra remained surprisingly rooted in Birmingham 
tradition: throughout his career as bandleader, he would bring together the entire history of jazz, 
incorporating flawless blues, swing, and standards alongside wildly experimental, avant-garde 
expressions and free jazz explosions. And long after the “big band” tradition had faded, Sun Ra 
maintained his sprawling “Arkestra” as continuation of the orchestra tradition of his youth.121   
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 Trumpeter Tolton Rosser recalls another significant piece of the Whatley repertoire: jazz 
arrangements of African American spirituals. Songs like “There’s a Great Camp Meeting,” 
“Bound for the Promised Land,” “Walk Together, Children,” or “Go Down, Moses” carried a 
deep resonance for Black listeners; originating in the experience of slavery, many of the sacred 
songs had, decades ago, been imbued with double meanings, coded messages that could suggest 
secret meetings, contempt for a cruel overseer, or escape to the North. In the days of slavery, 
Black singers and listeners could communicate messages that white listeners failed to recognize. 
“That was an expression of their soul,” Rosser explained: “Being able to take a tune that may 
have been meant for one thing, and turn that tune so that it becomes what you want it to be. And 
everybody who’s listening to you understands what you want it to be—without you having to say 
so.” By the time Fess Whatley adapted the tunes, the context had changed significantly; but 
Black audiences still knew the old stories behind the songs, and thus still heard in them meanings 
that a white observer would miss. “Fess had all of these tunes,” Rosser continued, “and they 
were part of his regular repertoire. And you can see how he would be popular, because he was 
playing—even though we no longer needed them for what they were used them for at the time—







NAVIGATING THE DYNAMICS OF RACE 
 
Black musicians may have been celebrities, teachers, role models, and civic leaders in their own 
communities; but, as far as white Birmingham was concerned, J. L. Lowe pointed out, “we were 
the hired help…. We, in the first place, were to take the freight elevator in going to the dance 
hall, whether you had instruments or not…. When you started playing and you wanted to go to a 
restroom, you had to find the one that said ‘colored.’” If there was no “colored” restroom—
which was often the case, in some of the homes and clubs where Black musicians played—you 
did not use the restroom at all.123  
Travel presented other challenges. For a couple of Cadillacs full of Black men, the road 
could be dangerous, especially after dark. Fifty miles north of Birmingham was the town of 
Cullman, a center for many years of Ku Klux Klan activity and one of the South’s most 
notorious, all-white “sundown towns,” so called for the threats those towns issued to Black 
visitors who stuck around after dark.124 Despite the warnings, Fess and his band were regular 
visitors to Cullman, where local dances advertised “Professor Whatley, and his Harlem Rhythm 
Boys” or “Fess Whatley and His Dark Town Dance Orchestra.”125 In the late 1930s, the city 
threw an annual ball on Franklin Roosevelt’s birthday, and the Whatley band provided 
entertainment.126 J. L. Lowe recalled that, on one of these occasions, Whatley took the gig but 
insisted on—and, remarkably, received—a police escort, both going and coming. “Even with the 
police,” Lowe said, “we were all waiting for some kind of disturbance.” The tensest moment of 
the night came when a trumpeter dropped his mute, “and one of the white girls ran up and 
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handed it to him.” The band waited for repercussion for this blatant social transgression, but 
nothing happened, and the show went on. Maybe, Lowe thought, the town didn’t deserve its 
reputation.127 
 Maybe. But Whatley continued to take precautions, for years, when his band traveled to 
and from Cullman. By the mid-forties, he no longer required a police escort, but as protection he 
wore a chauffer’s cap for the drive; if he was pulled over, he’d claim to be no more than a white 
man’s driver, hired to ferry the “boys” to a function for some rich white folks. As a bandleader 
and independent professional with his own little caravan of new-model Cadillacs, Whatley knew 
the threat he posed to rural authorities, and he knew the threat they posed to him. The chauffer’s 
cap and subservient pose were his disguise. And they worked.128 
Years later, stories of both those Cadillacs and the Cullman County cops were common 
among Whatley’s old students. The anecdotes were almost always told for laughs—“A funny 
thing happened on the way home to Birmingham,” Sammy Lowe began—but unmistakable 
beneath the surface were deadly serious subtexts. “Where the hell are you boys going so fast?” 
barked the cop in Sammy Lowe’s story. 
 “Mr. Officer,” Fess replied, “we are musicians and we are playing for Mr. John T. 
Whatley, and Mr. Whatley will be angry if we are late.” 
 “The policeman paused,” Lowe continued, “scratched his head, and said, ‘Y’all go ahead, 
but tell Mr. Whatley that I said I’ll be mad if y’all keep driving so fast!” The caravan continued 
on its way, another controversy avoided, and another good story added to the repertoire.129 
Hearing a white man with a badge utter the words “Mr. Whatley”—however clueless he may 
have been to their meaning—was icing on the cake. Whatley’s act may have given white 
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authorities what they wanted, but it left them again the butt of a joke they didn’t even know had 
been played. 
Fess walked a dangerous, delicate line. He was a powerful Black man in the heart of the 
white supremacist South, a place whose social structure depended on denying Black men power. 
Every musician knew the threats. On the Bessemer highway, just west of Birmingham, traffic on 
some nights slowed to a crawl, while hooded Klansmen burned crosses on the roadside and 
drivers gawked from their cars.130 Whatley’s players kept their heads down and kept moving. 
Musicians might laugh at tales of Fess Whatley outwitting those Cullman County cops—but no 
one doubted the terrifying dangers that lay at the heart of the joke. The Cadillacs themselves, 
meanwhile, were powerful symbols that openly resisted the prevailing social order. Few drivers, 
Black or white, could boast Cadillacs in the early 1920s, when Fess first developed a taste for the 
car. In the 1930s and ‘40s, Frank Adams recalled that the only other Cadillacs in the Black 
community belonged Mary E. Strong’s funeral home.131 Throughout Whatley’s career, the 
Cadillac remained a bold statement of independence, achievement, and assertion for a Black 
driver, especially in the South. As historian Gretchen Sorin adds in her recent discussion of the 
Cadillac: “Black people driving luxury cars contradicted popular notions of white supremacy.”132  
In 1949, Ebony magazine would declare “the Cadillac … an instrument of aggression, a solid 
and substantial symbol for many a Negro that he is as good as any white man.”133 These 
meanings were not lost on Whatley. 
 
 
If Fess Whatley always monitored his musicians for propriety on the bandstand, the stakes were 
higher, the scene more heavily charged, anytime the group played for a white audience. The 
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more fun white dancers had—the more freely they drank and moved to the music—the more 
trouble it might mean for the band. By the second set of the night, once the first few rounds of 
drinks had been poured, any room of white socialites would get looser and rowdier, the dancing 
more risqué, the tempers more volatile. J. L. Lowe recalled a typical night at a party in Mountain 
Brook, Birmingham’s most elite white suburb, when the women’s moves became racier and 
racier as the night wore on. “The type of dancing,” Lowe explained, with classic Whatley-esque 
euphemism, “was not in the best interest of culture, and Fess told us to keep our eyes on the 
music, not to notice how they were dancing.”134 The printed score, so central to Whatley’s 
training, served yet another practical purpose: it doubled as a shield.  
 Sammy Lowe remembered a similar Christmas gig, this one a country club dance in the 
wealthy, “lily-white” Highland neighborhood.135 “Fess had briefed the band, telling us to be 
careful, be pleasant, and if spoken to by any of the white guests we were to say Yes sir, Yes 
ma’am, No sir, and No ma’am, and to never look any white lady straight in the eye. And if we 
were asked to play Dixie, we were to play it with a smile. All of this sounds silly, I’m sure; but in 
the South in those days Blacks had to be careful—and I mean careful—when playing for 
whites.” The gig went well until intermission, when the band retreated to the kitchen for some 
dinner. A white party-goer, twenty years old and stumbling drunk, lurched into the room, 
complimented the band’s playing, and spoke directly to Fess: “When you boys go back,” he said, 
“I want you all to get hot and play some jungle music.” Fess agreed and smiled. “As for me,” 
Lowe said, “I had often been called ‘boy’ by whites; after all, I was a boy in age. But here this 
young man calling the fellows in the band ‘boy,’ upset me [to] no end. I think it hurt me more so 
because of my admiration for Fess. Here was this man, in the true sense of the word, an 
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outstanding member of the Black community, highly respected, outstanding in spiritual and 
material achievement—who had to take this belittlement of his manhood.” 
 Fess, as usual, voiced no complaint and outwardly evinced no humiliation or hurt, just 
went back out, the picture of poise, and played. He swung the band into a series of up-tempo 
numbers, calling his key soloists forward one by one. “We went into Congo Rock,” Lowe 
continued, “an original of mine featuring Driver playing tom-toms. That did it. I guess this was 
what they called jungle music, and evidently what they had been waiting for…. Pretty soon the 
ladies were shaking their hips, trying to outdo each other.” 
 And here came the next problem for Fess: he couldn’t stop a room full of rich, inebriated 
white women from lifting and switching their skirts and grinding their hips—and he couldn’t let 
his men be caught seeing what was right in front of their faces. “Directly in front of the band, a 
lady in a flower-colored evening gown was shaking like mad. Fess said to the band, ‘Eyes left, 
gentlemen!’ but to the left of the band another lady was trying to outdo the one in the front by 
pulling her dress up to her knees and swinging her hips.” Fess issued a new order: “Eyes right, 
gentlemen.” 
 “But Fess,” Wilson Driver protested, “they’re dancin’ all over the place!” 
 So Fess Whatley breathed out a final command: “Close your eyes, gentlemen!” 
Strict racial and sexual mores followed Fess Whatley’s band well beyond the South; so 
did the band’s reputation for its adherence to the day’s most conservative conventions of 
conduct. Wilson Driver remembered, from the 1934 tour, a stop in Kenosha, Wisconsin, where 
“this white man come up to Fess” and gushed with appreciation for the band. “You know,” he 
said, “Kenosha is just a stone’s throw from Chicago, and we could have gotten a band from 
there, but when we heard about you fellows, and that you were all teachers in the city system, we 
	 54	
figured we didn’t have to worry about you and our women. One time the black musicians from 
Chicago came over here and took advantage of our women, who had no better sense. So we just 
stopped having black bands until you came along.’”136 
 Fess assured the man there was no cause for worry: all the fellows in his band were not 
only schoolteachers but married men—and he’d promised their wives, personally, that he’d 
“keep them straight.”137 In the meantime, he’d also briefed the band: “Even though we were up 
north,” Sammy Lowe said, recalling the same trip, “we were still not to look at white women.”138 
In 1930s America, an unwanted, even an altogether unintended, look could get a Black man 
killed.  
There were other, more subtly charged interactions the band had to navigate. On the same 
tour, one of the band’s white hostesses offered the group some slices of watermelon for desert. 
“That’s so nice of you, ma’am,” Fess responded, on behalf of the band: “but unfortunately none 
of us like watermelon.” “I know why Fess made that statement,” Sammy Lowe said, years later: 
“For years white people thought all Negroes loved watermelon, and every sign we’d see along 
the highway of a happy Negro boy eating watermelon always upset Fess. However, as I looked at 
those beautiful red slices of watermelon, I wanted to say, ‘Fess, just this one time … let me eat 
some watermelon?’” But Lowe knew to keep his mouth shut.139  
For Fess Whatley, Sammy Lowe understood, a watermelon was always more than a 
watermelon. A Cadillac was more than a Cadillac. And music, most important of all, was always 
more than music. Whatley’s training generated a tradition of highly skilled Birmingham 
musicians, many of whom would go on to make jazz history. But the Whatley training did more, 
even, than that. Whatley passed on to his students strategies of survival and success, of 
community affirmation and individual empowerment. Even the tradition of industrial education, 
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designed to perpetuate Black subservience, could be refigured as a means to a life never 
imagined by a southern white school board. Beneath “Go Down, Moses” there would always be 
deeper layers of meaning. Even as he navigated systems of racism, segregation, and oppression, 
at home and on the road, Fess Whatley taught his students to never forgo their dignity, to never 
relinquish their own self-respect.  
As a teenager, Frank Adams rode shotgun in one of Whatley’s Cadillacs as Fess covered 
the state, collecting dues from the small-town musicians who belonged to Local 733. They’d hit 
an open stretch of country highway, and Fess Whatley would look at his pupil, then back at the 
road. The path ahead of them clear—of white drivers, police, and all other obstacles—Fess 
would hit the accelerator hard, watch the speedometer shoot forward, and listen with pride to the 
engine’s roar. He’d tell his young passenger to listen to it, too. Then he’d speak a simple 
message. 








CONCLUSION: CELEBRATING A HERITAGE 
 
Fess Whatley only grew more honored with age. In 1956, an appreciative audience packed out 
the Parker High School auditorium to celebrate Whatley’s birthday; a social correspondent to the 
Pittsburgh Courier covered the story, reporting that “Hundreds of telegrams, congratulatory 
messages and gifts were received by the honoree. A special engraved citation was awarded by 
the Birmingham City Commission, signed by the Mayor and his associates.”141 A few years later, 
Jet magazine reported that saxophonist Paul Bascomb, an alum of the Erskine Hawkins 
Orchestra, encouraged all musicians who’d been touched by Fess to send their birthday respects 
to Birmingham, care of Principal J. L. Lowe at Birmingham’s Shields School.142 For many of 
Whatley’s old students, the teacher’s birthday became an annual cause for celebration.  
In 1960, the Birmingham school system named the John T. Whatley Elementary School 
in the bandleader’s honor. The new school adopted as its motto one of Whatley’s authoritative 
creeds: “Discipline is a ‘Must’—Learning is ‘Compulsory.’” For the school song, pianist Mary 
Alice Clarke Stollenwerck developed an arrangement around the melody of “Danny Boy,” one of 
Whatley’s favorite tunes, and Whatley himself provided lyrics. “We’ll forever cherish all your 
golden rules,” students would sing, for years to come: “Dear John T. Whatley School, we’ll love 
you all our days.”143   
 Whatley gave up his professional orchestra in the late 1950s, after more than forty years. 
Many of the musicians joined the band of “Bossman” Ike Williams, continuing in much the same 
vein begun by Fess. In 1964, the teacher retired from Parker High School—“but,” wrote his 
former student, J. B. Sims,  “his name will live on forever through the thousands of fine 
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musicians he has taught. He has turned over his baton to a younger group whom he hopes will 
carry on in the fine traditions that he maintained for so many years.”144 Across Birmingham and 
in the surrounding communities, succeeding generations of teachers, trained by Whatley or 
trained by his pupils, continued to bring music to local schools. In 1946, Amos Gordon had come 
off the road after working as Louis Armstrong’s arranger, and he settled into a long career, first 
at Council Elementary, then Jackson-Olin High School. Frank Adams had gigged with the Tiny 
Bradshaw, Lucky Millinder, and Duke Ellington Orchestras before returning home in 1950, 
taking over for William Wise Handy at Lincoln elementary school; he stayed there for twenty-
seven years, then served another twenty years as music supervisor for the city school system. 
New generations of musicians learned to play from teachers like Calvin Ivory, John Springer, 
Hooper Abrams, and Donald Crawford, Sr. Other products of the Whatley tradition, including J. 
L. Lowe and Tolton Rosser, served long tenures as school principals. Still others—including 
Frank Greer at Tennessee State University and Thomas Lyle at Alabama State University—led 
successful band programs at HBCUs in and beyond the state.  
Though Fess Whatley was in many ways one of a kind, he belonged to a broader tradition 
of highly respected educators in Black communities across the country, whose mentorship 
helped shape the development of jazz through the formal production of countless musicians. To 
better understand Fess Whatley’s place in the tradition, further research remains to be done on 
Whatley’s own mentor, Samuel “High C” Foster; on Whatley’s overshadowed but significant 
colleagues, including George Hudson, Wilton Robinson, Benjamin Smith, and William Wise 
Handy; on the many Birmingham teachers who followed in Whatley’s wake; and on the Black 
educators across the country who fulfilled parallel roles to Whatley in their own cities and towns. 
Al Kennedy has begun this important work in his study of New Orleans’s long line of jazz 
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teachers and mentors. Much work needs to be done to document the legacies of additional 
teachers across the country, in jazz “feeder” cities less prominent than New Orleans.  
 For all his achievements, Fess Whatley was not without his serious blind spots. His rigid 
insistence on respectable “culture” and middle-class aspirational values reflected class-based 
prejudices and divides that excluded local traditions and musicians, including the city’s boogie-
woogie and blues players. Moreover, the Birmingham jazz tradition was almost exclusively 
male, a fact that reflects larger trends in the era’s jazz culture, reinforced by Whatley’s own 
chauvinism. Whatley’s unbending insistence that girls lacked the stamina to play and only 
represented distractions for the boys constituted, throughout his long tenure, official school 
policy, preventing generations of girls from pursuing the same musical skills learned by their 
male classmates.145 Musically inclined girls in Birmingham’s Black middle-class communities, 
meanwhile, often took private lessons in piano and voice, and a tradition of female-run, 
independent music schools trained girls (and, much less commonly, boys) in classical 
performance. Much more research needs to be done on this tradition, and on the local teachers 
who propelled it, including Minnie Chambliss, Mary Alice Clarke Stollenwerck, Leatha Lowe, 
LaVerne Eaton, and others. An examination of this tradition would lead to richer and more 
nuanced understandings of not only Birmingham’s musical community but the creation of 
Birmingham’s Black middle class and the gender conventions and restriction that shaped that 
community and others like it.146  
 Though my current work takes the creation of a jazz tradition as its focus, it is important 
to understand that that music was not a self-contained discipline but one that existed in 
conversation with other concurrent musical developments. The private music schools, just 
mentioned, offer one significant example. A second example is the vocal harmony tradition 
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pioneered at Industrial High School by Orlean Kennedy and Malachi Wilkerson and expanding 
into Jefferson County’s rich, historic culture of gospel quartet singing. Lynn Abbott and Doug 
Seroff have done monumental work in documenting this phenomenon and its impact on the 
larger culture of gospel music. For a fuller understanding of the interconnected music traditions 
that helped shape Birmingham’s historic Black community—including the jazz, spiritual, 
popular, and classical strains—folklorists and historians are advised to further investigate the 
Community Sings, school musicales, and talent shows that brought together all these traditions, 
alongside offerings of oratory and comedy.  
 My own, ongoing research expands the scope of this thesis to explore other influences on 
the development of the local jazz tradition and to understand the ways in which Birmingham 
musicians specifically used their training to shape the larger world of popular music. I’ll also 
examine the factors that contributed to the tradition’s decline, and I’ll explore the efforts by local 
musicians to combat that decline through the promotion of jazz as a distinct local heritage—
themes suggested in this conclusion but deserving much fuller attention than the scope of this 
thesis provides.  
 
   
Shortly before his death—at the age of seventy-seven, in January of 1972—Fess Whatley passed 
along to J. L. Lowe the scrapbook he’d been collecting of photos, letters, clippings, and notes, all 
documenting the careers of his many students. He urged Lowe to continue the project after he 
was gone.147 In 1978, Lowe worked with community partners to found the Alabama Jazz Hall of 
Fame, a tribute both to Fess Whatley and the tradition that sprang from his training. For Lowe, 
Birmingham’s jazz heritage represented one of the city’s greatest assets, a potential vehicle for 
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community pride, economic revival, and racial reconciliation. The Alabama Jazz Hall of Fame 
began as a series of annual induction ceremonies, designed to honor Birmingham’s rich legacy of 
artists and teachers. Lowe also rented a two-room office space on 17th Street North, fixing photos 
from Fess Whatley’s scrapbook to the walls, fleshing out their story with hand-painted 
captions.148 The Hall of Fame was designed to commemorate the past, while sustaining the local 
tradition for the future: in the back room, Amos Gordon taught lessons to a new generation of 
players.149  
 Meanwhile, Lowe was also developing the Birmingham Heritage Band, a super-group of 
local talent designed to commemorate the city’s jazz legacy. A few of the band’s players had 
come back to Birmingham after performing with the likes of Ellington and Armstrong; others 
came from the local Ike Williams orchestra, preserving a direct line to Fess Whatley’s original 
band. Several of the musicians, of course, were active educators in the local school system. The 
band’s youngest member was still in high school.150 Founded in 1976 to perform at public events 
celebrating the country’s bicentennial, the band became a local fixture. In 1979, when 
Birmingham elected its first Black mayor, Richard Arrington, Jr.—a former city council member 
and the original chair of the Alabama Jazz Hall of Fame Committee—the Birmingham Heritage 
Band played the inauguration, a powerfully symbolic occasion for a new Birmingham, a moment 
that honored the past while looking to the future. In the years to follow, the Heritage Band would 
almost be Birmingham’s official “house band,” playing at a range of civic events. More than 
forty years later, the latest incarnation of the band continues to perform today, under the 
direction of Dr. Tolton Rosser.  
 As even their names suggest, the Alabama Jazz Hall of Fame and the Birmingham 
Heritage Band both represent efforts within the local jazz community to celebrate and preserve 
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what musicians had come to see as a distinctive musical history and heritage. The efforts were 
born of a sense of urgency: as this movement’s most fervent champion, J. L. Lowe had come by 
the 1970s to fear that Birmingham did not know its own history, that young people no longer 
knew the name “Fess Whatley” or its significance, and that jazz itself—with its unique and vital 
power “to promote culture,” to create community, to uplift, inspire, and transform—had lost the 
widespread popularity and relevance it once enjoyed.151 Lowe became a tireless spokesman for 
the tradition, appearing often in local media, speaking to area schools, writing articles, giving 
interviews. As Birmingham city leaders, including the city’s first Black elected officials, began 
to formally celebrate and enshrine a local civil rights legacy, Lowe was insistent that the jazz 
heritage be part of the story. In the 1990s, city organizers developed plans for the creations of 
both a civil rights museum and, a few blocks away, the much expanded, permanent home of the 
Alabama Jazz Hall of Fame. The Birmingham Civil Rights Institute opened in 1992, with the 
new Hall of Fame following the next year, both facilities helping to establish the Birmingham 
Civil Rights District as a space where locals and out-of-towners could engage the city’s powerful 
legacies, confronting histories of segregation and racial injustice and exploring the long, 
continuing road to universal civil rights. The new site of the Hall of Fame was Fourth Avenue 
North’s freshly renovated Carver Theater, originally opened in 1930 as one of the city’s first 
movie houses for Black audiences; this significant location lent extra weight to the project, 
recalling the history of the vibrant, proud, self-sufficient Black community that developed in 
Birmingham in the face of Jim Crow. In its new incarnation, the space could engage all comers 
in a deeper understanding of the city’s past, helping envision a new path forward.  
  The interconnected roots of the Alabama Jazz Hall of Fame and the Birmingham Civil 
Rights Institute reflect the entwined nature of the legacies they document. Certainly the city is 
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known, the world over, for its civil rights story, a story most often understood in the relatively 
narrow context of the violent confrontations of the 1960s: the attacks on peaceful schoolchildren 
by police forces armed with fire hoses and dogs; the brutal beatings of the Freedom Riders; the 
deadly bombing of the Sixteenth Baptist Church. A fuller understanding of Birmingham’s—and, 
indeed, America’s—civil rights history would also take into account the jazz heritage pioneered 
by Fess Whatley, championed by J. L. Lowe, and embodied in countless Birmingham musicians.  
 Heritage exists where community, memory, identity, and sense of place intersect. To lay 
claim to a heritage is to communicate and celebrate not only a narrative about one’s past but a set 
of ongoing community values. In 2020, Birmingham’s jazz scene exists as only the faintest echo 
of the fertile culture that sustained a community for much of the twentieth century. Since the 
fading of the swing years, jazz has never regained the central cultural place it held in Fess 
Whatley’s heyday. At the same time, the victories of the Civil Rights Movement also brought 
new challenges to Birmingham’s Black community. The Fourth Avenue business and 
entertainment district, once brimming with music and life, began to struggle and dwindle, as the 
arrival of integration and the economic downturns faced by downtowns everywhere conspired to 
break up the avenue’s stronghold as a cultural hub for Black life. Despite a still-passionate 
community of teachers, Birmingham public schools no longer promoted music as an essential 
skill for survival.  
 But scattered outposts of the local heritage can still occasionally be found. You can hear 
it at the Tuesday night jam sessions at B. O. S. S. Ultra Bar and Lounge on 20th Street, where 
older musicians reared on local tradition exchange musical ideas with younger players. And you 
can see it anytime the Birmingham Heritage Band launches into one of its signature tunes, 
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“Birmingham is My Home”—when the musicians, horns in hand, stand up from their seats and 
sway side to side and sing: 
 
 Birmingham!  
Birmingham!  




Birmingham is my home! 
 
Where you going, daddy? 
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